
> color scheme painting
> objective(s):

Students will create a highly accurate brush overlay painting of a closely cropped image of their eye using only colors 
within a specific selected color scheme, including their tints and shades.

> curricular focus:
This lesson emphasizes the effective use of the Brush tool, including size, hardness and the Shift + Click technique for 
creating accurate contours. The use of the Color Picker to select and modify colors is also stressed.

> specifications:
save as: Color Scheme_LastnameF (F stands for initial of first name; for example: _MattinglyJ) 
dimensions: 10"x8"
resolution: 300 dpi
mode: RGB
contents: Transparent

> instruction:
• introduction to color schemes and terminology
 see page 18 Color Definitions
• review Brush tool
 size (including [ ] keyboard shortcut), hardness, flow, shift + click technique
• review Burn and Dodge tools
 size, hardness, exposure
• review Blur tool
 size, hardness, strength
• review student examples from Color Scheme Projects folder

> procedure:
• review Strong Examples on page 16
• review Common Pitfalls on page 17
• review Tips for Success on page 15
• follow the tutorial beginning on page 2

> requirements:
• file specifications are adhered to
• painting must accurately replicate image, including contours, details and values (lighting)
• "Desaturate" and "Original" layers are deleted, leaving only the color photo to left and your paint layers to the right
 final presentation show original source image on the left and color scheme painting overaly on rthe right
• all layers are named properly



> compress and crop
• select image to brush overlay and approve with instructor
• compress image Resolution from current number to 300 dpi
 go to Image: Image Size and deselect (uncheck) Resample Image so that width, height and resolution are   
 proportionally locked (never change the resolution of an image unless Resample Image is unchecked!)
 

 

• crop image tightly to the eye (see example below)
 set crop dimensions in the Options Bar at the top to Width: 10 in  | Height: 8 in  |  Resolution: 300
 approve crop with instructor

• save file
 go to Layers palette (F7) and double click on the layer
 change the layer name to Original
 save to your Current Project folder as Color Scheme_LastnameF



> contrast correct
> adjust image contrast
 • first try auto correcting
  go to Image: Adjustments: Auto Levels (Shift + Ctrl + L)
  evalaute the result by comparing before and after by pressing Undo (Ctrl +Z)
   if it is a drastic improvement, Save (Ctrl +S) and move on to Color Balance
   if it is not a drastic improvement, Undo and perform manually (see below)
 • manual contrast correction
  go to Image: Adjustments: Levels (Ctrl + L)
  evaluate the Histogram 
   a histogram is a bar graph showing the amount of darks, midtones and highlights
   move the black and white "pyramids" to the "base of the mountain"
    place them where the bar graph starts to ascend (see below)
   move the gray (midtone) pyramid (most likely left) to adjust the overall lightness
    do not overadjust (see below)



> color correct
> adjust image color
 • first try auto correcting
  go to Image: Adjustments: Auto Color (Shift +Ctrl + B)
  evalaute the result by comparing before and after by pressing Undo (Ctrl +Z)
   if it is a drastic improvement, approve with instructor and Save (Ctrl +S)
   if it is not a drastic improvement, Undo and perform manually (see below)
    remember, you are trying to get the color as realistic as possible
    Auto Color usually overcorrects so expect to have to do this manually
 • manual color correction
  evaluate your image 
   is it too yellow? 
   too pink? 
   too green
   too blue?
  go to Image: Adjustments: Color Balance (Ctrl + B)
  use the Color Balance slider to compensate for incorrect color cast
   Cyan, Magenta and Yellow (left) are opposite Red, Green and Blue (right)
   example: if your image is too pink, move the middle slider slightly toward green
    most adjustments are minor (rarely more than +/-20 either way
   remember to check and uncheck Preview to compare before and after
   do not overcorrect!



> set up project file
• change Canvas Size to allow for duplicate image
 go to Image: Canvas Size- change Width to 10 and select right-middle arrow to create space to the left

• duplicate Original layer and rename it Original Copy
 go to the Layer menu (at the top) and select Duplicate Layer; or in the Layer palette- either drag the Original layer  
 over the New Layer icon at the bottom or go to the pull down menu (top right) and select Duplicate Layer
• move Original Copy layer over into the open space you have just created on the left
 go to the View menu (at the top) and make sure Snap is checked
 select the Move tool from the Toolbar and slide it into the open area
  the duplicated image should "magnetically" snap into the open space
• duplicate Original Copy layer again and rename it "Desaturated"
• remove color from Desaturated layer 
  go to Image: Adjustments: Desaturate to remove all color from this image
   it will be easier to understand the values in your image in grayscale rather than full color
   we will delete this layer when the project is finished



• determine total number of colors in your image and select a color scheme that uses the same number of colors
 most images will use two or three colors (two if the iris is the same color as the hair, three if it's different)
• determine which colors will be assigned to elements in the photo 
 what color will you use for the skin? hair? iris?
  remember you will be matching values- if hair is dark, select a dark value color for your painting
 tips to consider...
  - cool colors (blues, greens and violets) work well in all values (tints and shades)
  - red works well shaded but not tinted (people see "pink" as a completely different color)
  - orange becomes brown when shaded
  - yellow becomes greenish when shaded
  - strongly consider using a set color scheme from the Color Definitions page at the end of the lesson plan
  - look at previous student works in the Color Scheme Projects folder for ideas you might like

> select color scheme



• select base color/value
 analyze your Desaturated image (on the left) to determine what the most common overall value of the skin is
  make sure you do not pick a high intensity or dark value (verify with instructor)
   your selection in the Color Picker field will most likely be far to the left and near the top
   remember!- you are trying to match the most prevalent overall value of the skin
• create a new layer and name it "Skin"
 fill the entire paint area with your skin base color (the most common value)
  create a Marquee selection of the paint area
   control click on the Original layer thumbnail to create a Marquee the exact shape you need 

• begin painting- read carefully!
 drop the opacity of your layer until you can barely see your image through (approx. 93-96%)
  check back with 100% opacity frequently (and try to paint at 100% opacity as often as possible)
 use Dodge and Burn brushes set to 0% Hardness to create accurate values
  remember you can adjust the Exposure to lower its effect to make changes more gradually
  use brushes larger than you expect; you'll need to compensate for the fading edges
  paint as if the eye, eyelashes and eyebrows are not there; focus only on the skin
   do not avoid those areas of hair! how would it look completely hairless?
 use Blur brushes (set strength to high or even 100%) to fade edges of Burns and Dodges
  you may even need to run the layer through a Gaussian Blur to smoothly blend values better
   duplicate Skin layer, then go to Filter: Blur: Gaussian Blur, then Merge the two layers
  if your values do not have very smooth transitions, sometimes it's best to delete and start over
  do not move past skin layer without checking for approval
 do NOT paint the eyelid crease yet! you will do this later

> paint skin



> paint eyelid crease
• get your skin perfect and save before attempting the crease!
• protect the work you have done on your Skin thus far
 duplicate the Skin layer and rename it Skin with Crease 
  if you mess up, all you have to do is delete this new layer, reduplicate it and try again
• create the crease
 select a very small Burn brush set to 0% Hardness
  zoom in on the desaturated photo on the left to properly size your Burn brush in the Options Bar at the top
  set your Range to Midtones and drop your Exposure to a low value
   start around 25% but you may need to go lower
 use the Shift + Click technique to accurately trace your crease
  zoom in very close
  remember to only drop the Opacity of your layer until you can barely see where you need to Burn
   approximately 93-96%
 double-check your work
  turn your Opacity back up to 100% and compare what you have versus the desaturated photo to the left
  does the value of your crease compared to your surrounding skin match what you see in the photo?
   chances are you will have to make it darker; if so, simply go back over it until it matches
   notice any changes in values along the line in your photo
    sometimes it is darker/thicker in some spots compared to others

• double-check the shadows/highlights on your eyelid to make sure you have all the value details
 if necessary, go back and add any missing values with the Burn and Dodge brushes
• get your crease approved by the instructor



> create the sclera
• duplicate the Skin with Crease layer and rename it Skin with Eye Cutout
 hide previous duplicate/unneeded layers underneath
• drop the Opacity of the Skin with Eye Cutout layer to between 50-60%
• cut out the eye area
 select a small Eraser brush (set to 100% hardness) 
  the edge of your eyelid is a crisp, defined line
 use Shift + Click technique to precisely erase along the edges of the eyelids
  when erasing the top edge, imagine the eyelashes aren't there; erase where you best think the edge is
  include the area of the tear duct (we will paint it in the next step)
 when the edge is complete, finish erasing the inside area
  select the Magic Wand tool from the toolbox, select the remaining area and press Delete
• create a new layer and name it Sclera
 move it underneath the Skin with Eye Cutout layer
• select the appropriate overall base value of the sclera using the Eyedropper tool
 it will not be white but rather a light value of gray
• paint in the Sclera
 use a large Brush and make sure it completely fills in the eye area 

• shade the Sclera layer (the corners of the eye are probably slightly darker than near the pupil)
 use a large Burn brush set to 0% hardness and a low Exposure (approximately 25% or even lower)
 if your Burn brush does not seem to be working, change the Range setting to Highlights (default is set to Midtones)



> create the tear duct
• create a new layer named Tear Duct and move it between Skin with Eye Cutout layer and Sclera
• paint the tear duct exactly as it appears in the photo
 approach painting the tear duct the same way you did the skin
 use the same color of your skin
 select the appropriate value of the "base color" of the tear duct
 select a very small Brush (approx. 8-9 px) set to the appropriate hardness
  pay attention to whether the edge that meets the eye is defined or blurred
 create the values (highlights and shadows) using small Burn and Dodge brushes
• if the overall value of the tear duct is off you can adjust
 go to Image: Adjustments: Hue/Saturation (Ctrl + U) and change "Lightness"



> create the iris
• create a new layer and name it "Iris"
• hide Skin and Sclera layers
• select the appropriate Hue as well as value 
 value will most likely be darker than you think; compare carefully to Desaturated image to left
• create a Marquee perfectly around the iris (including the areas behind the eyelids!)
 press and hold Shift + Alt so the circle Marquee draws from the center
 remember to make the circle big enough to accommodate the parts hidden by the eyelids

• select Paint Bucket and fill the selection
 if the overall value of the iris is off you can adjust
  go to Image: Adjustments: Hue/Saturation (Ctrl + U) and change "Lightness"

• paint details inside iris
 approach the iris exactly as you did the skin- it's just areas of lights and darks
 use small/low hardness Burn and Dodge brushes to create details   



> create the pupil
• create a new layer and name it "Pupil" (move it on top of Iris)
• select the same Hue number as iris; value will be very dark (most likely almost black)
 hide all other layers
• create a Marquee perfectly around the pupil
 press and hold Shift + Alt so the circle Marquee draws from the center
• fill Marquee with paint Bucket
• create any highlight reflections from camera flash
 if your Dodge brush is not lightening correctly, change the Range setting to Shadows
 (the default setting is Midtone, but your pupil is almost black- much darker than a midtone)



> create the eyelashes
• create a new layer called "Eyelashes"
• use a very thin Brush at a relatively high hardness (85%+)
 only paint eyelashes that are actually there!
  some eyelashes are so close together they become more shape than line- just paint what you see
 match the pointedness of the hairs
  make the lash shorter than it needs to be then use a Smudge brush to extend it
  this actually may be just a small dot for shorter hairs
 match the blurriness of particular hairs
  use the Blur brush to achieve the desired look
  the more blurry a hair is, the thinner the Brush size has to be to accommodate for the bloating that occurs
 match the fade of particular hairs
  use an Eraser (0% Hardness) set to a lower Opacity (judge accordingly) to achieve the desired look
 match the density of hairs
  some areas have hairs so tightly packed they become a thick patch
   create a new layer (named appropriately) and placed underneath original Eyelashes layer
   use a larger Paint Brush (0% Hardness) and possibly at a lowered Opacity (maybe)
   paint the patch area slightly smaller than what you see, then use a Smudge brush to fade to edge
 note: only do a few and double check your Brush size before you go too far with a mistake
• if the overall value of the eyelashes is off you can adjust
 go to Image: Adjustments: Hue/Saturation (Ctrl + U) and change "Lightness"
 you may need to separate the lower lashes from the upper lashes
  duplicate the layer
   name one Top Eyelashes and the other Bottom eyelashes
  erase the bottom lashes in the "top" layer and the top lashes in the "bottom" layer
  adjust value of lashes accordingly

> touch ups
Now that you are done construction, it is time to go back and fix the things you missed earlier.

The most common areas that need a second look include:
 • the lip of the lower eyelid (space between the eyelashes and the eyeball)
 • the eye lid, particularly the outer areas (between the eyelashes and the crease)
 • shading skin around tear duct (where the skin meets the tear duct)
But check everything
 • did you miss details in the iris?
 • shading behind the eyelashes accurate?
 • go through your art with a fine toothed comb and push it to the next level!



> create the eyebrow
• create a new layer called "Eyebrow"
• paint the eyebrow hairs
 use the same techniques as you did not the eyelashes (just on a larger scale)
 match the pointedness of the hairs
  make the hair shorter than it needs to be then use a Smudge brush to extend it
  since the hairs are longer you will start with a longer stroke before using Smudge 
 match the blurriness of particular hairs
  use the Blur brush to achieve the desired look
  the more blurry a hair is, the thinner the Brush size has to be to accommodate for the bloating that occurs
 match the fade of particular hairs
  use an Eraser (0% Hardness) set to a lower Opacity (judge accordingly) to achieve the desired look
 match the density of hairs
  some areas have hairs so tightly packed they become a thick patch
   create a new layer (named appropriately) and placed underneath original Eyebrow layer
   use a larger Paint Brush (0% Hardness) and possibly at a lowered Opacity (maybe)
   paint the patch area slightly smaller than what you see, then use a Smudge brush to fade to edge 
• if the overall value of the eyebrow is off you can adjust
 go to Image: Adjustments: Hue/Saturation (Ctrl + U) and change "Lightness"
• tips for success
 only paint eyebrow hairs that are actually there!
  some hairs can be seen individually where others are grouped together and become solid
  your goal is to match the hair density
   some areas you can see through to skin; other areas are solid and completely block skin
    if an area is completely dense (cannot see skin through) consider using a larger
    brush and painting in the area



> tips for success:
• zoom in!- you must work zoomed in to be accurate 
 I am grading zoomed in so you need to be creating zoomed in to be successful
• use the Shift + Click technique to create your contours (even curves)
 remember: the steeper the curve, the more often you will need to click the mouse
• use a crisp Brush (Hardness at 80%-100%) for defined edges and a soft Brush for creating soft areas of tone 
• lower the Layer Opacity to see through your paint to the underlying image 
 only use an opacity so you can barely see where you need to work (approximately 90%)
 once you paint over an area, you will not be able to see the image underneath; simply lower the opacity of the   
 layer so you can see both your painting and the underlying image
 only do this to trace contours or check your progress!
  do not work on values (shadows and highlights) in a lowered opacity; always do values in 100% opacity
• never lower the Opacity of the Brush
• when creating the skin, start with the most common tonal value and fill the entire area, then use Burn and Dodge to  
 create the variations in tone (use large Brush sizes; be extra careful not to create visible brush stroke lines)
• achieve smooth transition between tones with the blur tool (blend the edges of values that are too sharp)
• consider using the Gaussian Blur filter to smooth out brush marks or other errors in skin (go to Filter: Blur: Gaussian)
• consider duplicating Original layer and removing the color (go to Image: Adjustments: Desaturate)
 this will allow you to see only the values of the image which may help you match them in your painting better
• refer to Common Pitfalls on page 17 before you begin

> tips for success

example of final composition



Kyle Self
Monochromatic

Flora Kirk
Complementary

> strong examples
success stories

The examples below were highly successful because of the accuracy in values and the smooth transitions in tone. Though 
the colors are different than the photograph, what is light in the photo is light in the painting, and what is dark in the 
photo is dark in the painting.

Ayla Troup
Monochromatic



> common pitfalls
value matching

problem: your biggest goal is to match the 
level of values in the image

in this work, the shadow around the eye is 
too dark, the white of the eye is too bright, 
the hairs are too light, the iris is too bright

solution: continuously check your values by 
desaturating your layer and comparing it to the 
grayscale image. Go to Image: Adjustments: 
Desaturate, then compare. Undo and make the 
proper adjustments

patchy color
problem: value changes in the skin need to be 
smooth and gradual

in this work, the student used Dodge and 
Burn brushes that were too small, creating 
harsh edges between lights and darks

solution: use bigger brushes with 0% hardness 
and avoid burnning and dodging over the 
same area multiple times

inaccurate eyebrow and lashes
problem: thickness and density of hairs should 
match

in this work, the brow and lashes are just 
made up off random lines, rather than 
replicating what is in the image; much of 
the eyebrow covers the skin completely 
but in the painting you can see skin 
throughout

solution: where you see individual hairs, paint 
them accurately; where hair is more dense, 
build it up to match the density
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> shade
to darken a color by adding black

> color (also: hue, chroma)
what the eye sees when light is reflected or scattered off an object

> RGB color model
additive color model in which red, green, and blue light are added together in various ways to produce colors

> CMYK color model
subtractive color model in which cyan, magenta, yellow and black inks are mixed together in various ways to 
produce colors

> value
the lightness and darkness of a color; value can be changed by adding white or black to a hue

> tint
to lighten a color by adding white   

> intensity 
the brightness or dullness of a hue; pure hues are high intensity, dull hues are low intensity and are created by 
adding a chroma’s complement

> primary 
red, yellow, and blue; these colors can be mixed to get all other colors; no other colors can be mixed to create these

> secondary 
orange, green, violet; these colors are made by combining two primary colors

> intermediate/tertiary 
yellow-green, blue-green, blue-violet, red-violet, red-orange, yellow-orange; these colors are made by mixing a 
primary color with its adjacent secondary color

> complementary
colors opposite each other on the color wheel; they enhance each other when side by side

> split complementary 
a color matched with the two colors adjacent to its complement

> analogous
colors that are side by side on the color wheel and share a hue

> warm colors 
reds, yellows, and oranges (yellow-green and red-violet are warm only when next to cool colors)

> cool colors 
blues, greens, violets (yellow-green and red-violet are cool only when next to warm colors)

> monochromatic
color scheme using different values of a single hue

> neutral
color scheme using grayscale only

> accented neutral
color scheme using grayscale plus an accent color to pull out an area of interest

> triad
three colors equidistant on the color wheel (forming a perfect triangle); usually a tertiary triad


